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1. INTRODUCTION

The last three years have seen a considerable theoretical activity

in deep inelastic physics. A good part of it has been devoted to what

is known as Light Cone (LC) physics. This talk will not be an exhaustive

1-3
review of the field; many extensive review papers and lecture notes

have been published recently to which it is difficult to add anything of

significance.

My aim has rather been to go through the various aspects of LC

physics which seem to me physically interesting, to evaluate the impor-

tance of the ideas which form the nucleus of LC physics, to understand

their limitations and to analyse possible ways to overcome the difficulties

which LC physics faces today.
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As is well known, LC physics is a theoretical framework suitable

to describe physical processes belonging to the class of deep inelastic

phenomena: i.e., those phenomena which involve currents with high mass

and energy. So far, however, a convenient framework has been worked out

for totally inclusive processes only, that is processes in which no

analysis of the final states is involved. This is very unsatisfactory

for two reasons: First, a massive experimental effort is now being con-

4
ducted at SIAC and Cornell to look at the structure of the final states,

and it appears very important to have a theoretical framework which is

at least capable to ask the right questions, necessary to organize the

experimental information in a coherent fashion. Secondly, the LC approach

is, in its present form, unable to explain the emergence of scaling in

terms of what really happens in nature.

Like Current Algebra, of which it is a logical development, LC

physics can be regarded as a kind of sophisticated kinematics, which is

too general to describe physical aspects which appear genuinely dynamical,

like the structure of the final states. This generality accounts for both

the strength and the weakness of the LC approach.

Nobody seems to doubt that in order to get out of this "impasse"

one needs a dynamical approach of some sort. An example of such approach

5,6
is the Parton model, which has however basic difficulties in accounting

for the experimental elusiveness of partons. Two (possibly related)

approaches may be capable of filling some of the gaps which are now emerging

between LC physics and the experiments: the dual approach in terms of

3 7

strings and the Massive Quark Model (MQM). I shall briefly describe

the MQM at the end of this talk. The hope is that an active confrontation

between these still rudimentary theoretical ideas and the abundant experi-

mental information on deep inelastic phenomena may definitely improve our
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isnilerstandinf; of the had runic world.

2. THE OBJECT OF LC PHYSICS

The importance of looking at current products near the LC in order
8

to describe deep inelastic scattering had been suggested around 1969.

It hns since prompted a wave of theoretical Investigation Co develop this

observation into a coherent and possibly effici^^t theoretical framework.

a) LC dominance in the Biorkcn limit

To appreciate the relevance of the l.C for deep inelttstic scattering,
2

let's consider the scattering of a "massive" (large q ) neutral scalar

current on a scalar target of momentum p; i.e., the process

J(q)+p - anything (2.1)

The double differential cross section is given by [v • q«p]

2
•—- » (factors) V (2*/1 5>4(p+q-n)|< n|j(0)|p >J2

dq <lv «<-

° (factors) W(q2,v) (2.2)

where the factors take care of the details of the coupling of the current

J to leptons. Let E be the energy of the incoming electron, (neutrino),

E the energy of the outgoing electron (muon), and 0 the scattering angle

in the LAB-frame (Fig. 1)

E'

6

FIG. I
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E*

FIG. 1



Then

v • p.q - m(E-E') (2.3)

is Che energy loss of tho incoming lepton, and

q2 - -4EE' sin2 | (2.4).

so that we may achieve large "masses" by looking at electrons scattered

with a large angle. Unlike purely hadronlc scattering process**, the

most fascinating property of DIS is that we can change the projectile mass

(q ) in a continuous fashion.

Setting back to (2.2), we may write, as well known,

W<q2,v> - jfd4x c1(J* < pjJ(x)J(O}|p > (2.5)

which establishes a precise connection between the momentum space descrip-
2

tlon W((j ,v) of the scattering process and its space time counterpart

* p|.HxJ.J(t)) jp > . < pj.!(x)J<O)ip > is generally called a "current

correlation function", and is related to the probability of measuring a

certain current density at the space-time point x, once the current density

at the space time origin has been determined.

We shall now show, starting from (2.5), that in the Bjorken limit:

Bj v - + co

2
the important region of x-integration in (2.5) is given by x « 0, i.e.,

the LC. The importance of this statement, for the development of

LC Physics is such that we must be quite precise in specifying

under that conditions LC dominance la guaranteed. In fact we shall see
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in general that, without any knowledge of some properties of current

correlation functions, the BJorken limit (2.6) alone is not able Co

10
Kuarantcc I.C dominance.

One starts from the identity:

2

W(q2,v) = V T T T I*2* f'(k2-q2)6(kp-v)W(k2,pk) (2.7)
2 f

(2K) (v -q m )«'

2
which follows from l.oiont?. invarlancc through the fact that W(q ,v) depends

only cm q ;md v.

S u b s t i t u t i n g ( 2 . 7 ) i n t o ( 2 . 5 ) we ge t

2 /* 2 «

? 2 2 4 fax A<q ,V;x) < p|J(f)J(-4) jp > (2.8)(2«»(v2.( |V

where

A(q2,v;x) " /dk c i k 'K t(k2-q2)t<(kp-V)

" t : / d a e i m A(x-ap;q2) (2.9)

2
and A(|,q ) is a well known singular function of field theory. From an

2
elementary analysis of the properties of A(£,q ) it follows that the

•> 2

"support" of A(x-Qp;q") for large q (i.e., the region where A Is different

from zero; in the sense of distributions: rapid oscillations * 0), is

given by

j(x-crp)2| ̂ -—• (2.10)

2
that is the vector (x-orp) for q -» » is lightlike. Neglecting possible

ictv
cancellations between the phase of the exponential e and the oscillating
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9
part of A, we know that the important region of integration in a in (2.9)

is

so that (2.10) becomes

t2_ i£pc + jsi| < 1 ( 2 < n )

v l a I

If we could ignore the region (p-x) ar 0(v), we would conclude that

the important region of integration in x is restricted by

Ix2| - -\- , (2.12)

I I
i.e., a strip around the LC shrinking to zero as — = — . As anticipated

above, the importance of the potentially dangerous region p«x - 0(v) can

only be assessed in conjunction with the particular correlation function

one is considering. In fact to insure that its contribution vanishes in

the Bjorken limit is necessary that

(2.13)

2 2
be "smooth" enough for large (p*x). From (2.10) setting q * 1 GeV

(typical hadron mass) it is easy to see that the Regge limit (v -*» ,

2 2 2 1

q • w fixed) receives contributions from the region x * 0 (—r) and

(p.x) ~ 0(v). By demanding that the Fourier transform of (2.13) go like

v in the Regge limit we conclude that

F(x2,p-x) • g(x2)(px)(*'1 (2.14)
px -» oo

x2 fixed
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2 2
where K(X ) is a smooth function away from x " 0. By integrating (2.14)

over the region (px) - 0(v) ve readily conclude that this contribution

2 2
vanishes exponentially In q . So we see that Regge behavior for small q

and lar)1,!1 '• docs provide for the "smoothness" necessary to CHtab 11ah l.C

dominance In deep Inelastic scattering.

From this discussion we can also conclude that any singularity in a

2
"Regge behaved" F(x ,px) located away from the LC yields an exponentially

2 U

decreasing (or oscillating) contribution when q -• cu.

b) Remarks about direct applications of LC physics

Before ploughing through various aspects of LC physics based on the

notion of LC operator products expansions (LCOPE), I would like to make a

few general remarks about the range of direct applications of the LC approach.

By direct applications we mean descriptions of processes which can be rela-

ted to matrix elements of "current correlation functions":

(2.15)

where jor > is a sharp momentum multiparticlc physical state |p.,...,p >

1) |a > = |0 > . Total hadronic e e annihilation cross section.

We consider the process

e e" — hadrons (2.16)

which in the jne-photon approximation leads to the cross section

o(q2) = (factors) ^ (2ir)4 64(q-n)|< 0|j(0)|n >|2

n

- (factors) / dx cl<1X • 0| J (*)J(-|) |0 > (2.17)

Thus the hif;h q limit of (2.16) is given by the behavior near the LC of
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the vacuum current correlation function.

2) |a > = |p > . Deep inelastic scattering (DIS)

In the splnless case this process has been described in Sec. 2a).

A:; we shall see, when we consider also neutrino scattering, the structure

of this process is extremely rich and provides many interesting tests about

the charge and spin structure of the "elementary constituents" of che weak

and electromagnetic currents.

3) |a > = |p,p, > . (i-pairs production.

1 i 1 2

A very interesting process, observed in a BNL-Columbia experiment

is (Fig. 2)

P(P1)+P(P2) "* nV"(q)+anything (2.18)

FIG. 2

where the u pairs carry a large invariant mass. The relevant invariants

are
2

s = (PL+P2)
2

q ;

v i = p i q

V2 - P2q

The triple differential cross-section is given by

T — ~ <faCt
s°

rS) W(q 2, VV ;.) (2.19)
1 S l *
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W(q2,-vlfv2)

Ac-cording to the discussion In (2.4) the I.C limit i s characterized by

2 2

JL_ , <̂ 2 = ̂ T . l - V f ixed '

These processes practically exhaust the range of meaningful direct appli-

cations of LC physics. However, they do not exhaust the class of processes,

experimentally accessible, which are characterized by a weak and e.m.

current carrying a large virtual mass. To wit, deep inelastic electron-

pesitron annihilation (D1A) into one hadron:

e+e"(q) -• p + anything (2.22)

cannot be expressed In terms of a product of currents taken between physical

states, but one must rather consider the vacuum expectation value of the

product of two currents and two "hadronic sources" for particle p. The

object one has to handle in this way is, to say the least, problematic

ana quite beyond present theoretical understanding.

1 will describe in Sec. 9 an alternative way of handling (2.22) a..d

will qualify in more detail the criticism of the operator products approach.

It will be seen that in order to proceed one needs information about

analyticity of LC amplitudes. The experimental interest of (2.22), in the

light of the colliding beam machines now operating or coming into operation

in the near future, needs of course no further comment.

3. THE TOOLS OF LC PHYSICS

In this section we shall see how the observation of LC dominance in

deep inelastic phenomena, developed in the previous section can be developed
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into an effective framework to deal with such processes,

a) LC Operator Product Expansions (LCOPE)

The realization that the LC is the important region of integration

in the evaluation of the Fourier transform (2.5) goes far beyond a simple

2

matter of kinematics. In fact for x ~ 0 a very important simplification

occurs in the description of the product of two currents. The equal time

algebra of currents, although it only tests the structure of the product of
2

two currents at the tip of the light cone (x = 0, x_ -* 0), is already a

quite strong hint towards this occurrence.

Typically one has the Gell-Mann current algebra for vector currents

[Jo
a(f,O)Jo

b(-|,O)j = 63(x)ifabcJ0
c(0,0) (3.1)

which expresses the commutator of two currents at equal times in terms of

3 * c
a "singular" c-number function F> (x) and of another current operator Jn (0),

13 °

This aspect of (3.1) has been emphasized by K. Wilson, in a very general

and beautiful analysis of short distance behavior. Wilson has also con-

jectured that in general the product of two local operators A(x)B(y)

for (x-y) -* 0 can be expressed as

K

<x-y)-0

A(x)B(y) S E.((x-y)2) 0 (^) (3.2)£ 1 l 2

2
where O,,...^ is a finite set of local field operators, E.(| ) are

1 A B V
functions with singularities (apart from logs) (—-r) , and d ,

I
dp and d. are real numbers which may be called "dimension" of the operators

A,B, and 0. respectively.
14

W. Zimmermann has shown (3.2) to be true in renormalizable pertur-
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bation theory, and that the notion of dimensionality coincides with the

naive one [i.e., dim* = 1 for a scalar field, dim\|r = 3/2 for a spinor

field, etc.]. The expansion (3.2) has also been shown to be true in the

15
Thirring model, where however the dimensions of the local operators are

non-canonical and depend on the interaction coupling constant. In view

of the latter result Wilson has assumed the existence of a one parameter

group of unitary "scale" transformations U(s), such that

U(s)*(x)U(s)+ = s * *(xs) (3.3)

where d^ is the "dynamical" dimension of the field operator "Hx). Notice

that in free field theory the dynamical dimension of an operator coincides

with its naive one.

16
R. Brandt and myself, have further generalized Wilson's short

distance expansion to the whole LC, so that for two scalar currents one

can write

J(s)J(y) E(r,,2 J ^,\..^ 0 W < ,
(x-y) - 0 <-£ In

+ less singular terms . (3.4)

2 2
| ) is a c-number function singular at £ = 0 , the operators

C>a (T)) are n-th rank tensor operators with finite matrix elements
1" ' ' n

between physical states. The crucial feature of (3.4) is that all the

2
singularity of J(x)J(y) on the LC is given by the c-number function E(| ),

and the infinite sum defines a "bilocal" operator which converges every-
17

where on the LC.
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The simplest example of a LC Operator Product Expansion (LCOPE)

of the type (3.4) is provided by a charged free field of mass m. One

defines the scalar current J(x) = :* (x)*(x): , where : : denotes Wick

ordering. A simple and straightforward application of Mick's theorem

gives

J(x)J(y) = :

= A+(x-y,m)A+(x-y,m) + A+(x-y,m)[ :<t>
+(

+ + (3.5)

The first term in the r.h.s. of (3.4) is the disconnected piece,

and the third is the non singular part; the most interesting part is the

second term which can be cast precisely in the form (3.3) provided we

identify

E((x-y)2) = A+(x-y,m) (3.6)

and

where QJ stands for a symmetrization operator of the indices CX....CX .

To !>et back to (3.4) we assume, as is true in perturbation theory,

that Llio loading i.(," HinKularitlo.s are ma«H Independent (the free field

o
example (3.5) satisfies this trivially). Then the singularity of E(x )

can be determined by dimensional analysis. One has

2 2 -^ ( 2 dj" d0 )

E(x^) — 5 » (x^) J u (3.7)
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and furthermore

dimO*""* = do+n . (3.8)

This last condition is at the very basis of the existence of the

expansion (3.4) on the whole LC, and of the consequent scaling laws.

This is what happens in finite order perturbation theory where,

as we remarked above, dimensions remain canonical although (3.7) gets

modified by logarithmic terms,. We shall see in a while that fortunately

nature seems to choose the simple canonical dimensions.
18

M Learning from SLAC.

To sharpen the LCOPE as a tool to deal with deep Inelastic phenomena,

we shall briefly analyse the main results of the SLAC experiments. This

analysis provides the essential indications as to what kind of field theory

is suitable to describe this class of phenomena, and, more important, sheds

light on the crucial question of whether or not the dimensions of the

relevant field theoretical operators remain canonical. Stated very simply,

the strategy one follows is to try to abstract from a LC analysis of deep

inelastic scattering the main properties that a suitable field theoret-

ical framework should possess in order to describe nature as we see it,

for instance, by "illuminating" it with a very short wavelength electron

beam.

A brief review of lepton hadron scattering shall be carried out in

Sec. 6; we anticipate and summarize here the results of this analysis.

0 Canonical (naive) dimensions. The singularity structure of (3.4)

is easily shown to be the same as in any canonical model;

this tact indicates that LC expansions with free field singularities are

correct. The resulting enormous simplification in the l.C description is,

1 believe, the most important consequence of Bjorken scaling. We shall see
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Sec. 6; we anticipate and sunntarize here the results cf this analysis.

i) Canonical (naive) dimensions. The singularity structure of (3.4)

is easily shown to be the same as in any canonical model;

this fact indicates that LC expansions with free field singularities are

correct. The resulting enormous simplification in the LC description is,

I believe, the most important consequence of Bjorken scaling. We shall see



in Ser . 5 that it allows us to construct a theoretical framework to attack

problems which go beyond deep inelastic scattering.

U ) Charge carrying fundamental fields of spin 1/2. From the observation

of the smallne.ss of the ratio between the longitudinal and transverse cross

section we can infer that the fields which carry the charge must have spin

1/2. In view of the many successes of the quark model the natural choice

for a model-Lagrangian seems to be the canonical quark-gluon Lagrangian;

i.e., a quark-triplet interacting with a neutral vector boson coupled to

Che harvon-number current.

11L "> Precocious asymptopia. The leading LC singularities dominate for
7 \ > 2

i q I *• 2 Gc\i . The deep meaning of scaling is not really understood; In

tornr- of the asymptotic nature of LC expansions this suggests that the

non loading terms are associated with coefficients which are numerically

quite smnll. Why this is so is an absolute mystery.

iv) Smooth threshold behavior. The scaling functions seem to go very

rapid I> to ;:cro for u - +1, i.e., at threshold. The parton model inter-

pretation of this behavior is intimately connected with the rapid fall off
1 9

of elastic form factors when q~ -co. We shall see in Sec. 11 the

importance of this lesson from SLAC for the theory of mass dispersion

relations.

A. THE IX EXPANSION AND CONVENTIONAL (RENORMALIZABLE) FIELD THEORIES
20

Early studies of finite order perturbation theory have shown that

conventional Quantum Field Theories (QFT) like massive QED do not possess

the agneablr property of Bjorken scaling. This has constituted so far a

major problem for a fundamental field theoretical approach to scaling and

deep inelastic phenomena. How can we accommodate in a conventional field

thcoi-etical framework the scaling behavior so strikingly exhibited by
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In Sec. 5 that It allows us to construct a theoretical framework to attack

problems which go beyond deep Inelastic scattering.

ii) Charge carryins fundamental fields of spin 1/2. From the observation

of the smallness of the ratio between the longitudinal and transverse cross

section we can infer that the fields which carry the charge must have spin

1/2. In view of the many successes of the quark model the natural choice

for a model-Lagrangian seems to be the canonical quark-gluon Lagrangian;

i.e., a quark-triplet interacting with a neutral vector boson coupled to

the baryon-number currant.

iii) Precocious asymptopia. The leading LC singularities dominate for

|q | <5 2 GeV . The deep meaning of scaling is not really understood; in

terms of the asymptotic nature of LC expansions this suggests that the

non leading terms are associated with coefficients which are numerically

quite small. Why this is so is an absolute mystery.

iv) Smooth threshold behavior. The scaling functions seem to go very

rapidly to zero for w ~*+l, i.e., at threshold. The parton model inter-

pretation of this behavior is intimately connected with the rapid fall off

2 1 9

of elastic form factors when q — °°. We shall see in Sec. 11 the

importance of this lesson from SLAC for the theory of mass dispersion

relations.

4. THE LC EXPANSION AND CONVENTIONAL (RENORMAL1ZABLE) FIELD THEORIES
20

Early studies of finite order perturbation theory have shown that

conventional Quantum Field Theories (QFT) like massive QED do not possess

the agreeable property of Bjorken scaling. This has constituted so far a

major problem for a fundamental field theoretical approach to scaling and

deep inelastic phenomena. How can we accommodate in a conventional field

theoretical framework the scaling behavior so strikingly exhibited by
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SlAC's experiments?

In order to RO beyond finite order perturbation theory powerful
21

renormalixatlon group techniques have been Introduced by Symanzlk and
22

Callan (the Callan-Symanzlk equations) to analyze the problem of scaling.

It is not my intention to go through the details of this analysis here, let

me only mention that in this approach SLAC scaling is a very unnatural

phenomenon to accommodate. To wit, anomalous dimensions seem to emerge

almost invariably, with no principle capable to yield the very small

18
anomaly still consistent with SLAC's data. Thus it appears that scaling

i.c more n straitjacket than a natural occurrence for these conventional

field theories.
23

Furthermore Ferrara, Gatto, Grillo and Parisl have proved that in

a conformal invariant field theory, a property shared by all renormalizable

field theories in the scaling limit, canonical scaling implies the exist-

ence of an infinite number of conserved operators, which can be shown to

24
lead to a free field theory in the asymptotic limit.

This remarkable fact has lead to the introduction of a new notion:

"Asymptotic freedom". According to it every theory which wishes to

describe canonical scaling must reduce asymptotically to a free-field

theory. Recent investigations in this direction have shown that among the

known renormalizable theories this property is only (almost) exhibited

25
by gauge field theories.

While this appears of great theoretical interest, I would like to

point out that it may be difficult for such theories to resolve the diffi-

culties which they share with the Parton model; namely the absence from

the final states of fundamental objects like quarks, gauge fields, etc.

There is still another related difficulty with asymptotically free field
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26
theories which has been recently discussed by several authors* Bjorken

scaling in conventional QFT seems to imply sharp Jets, rapidity gaps,

finite multiplicities, etc. features which, judging from the results

reported at this Conference, are not exhibited by the data.

It is my feeling that tnis is strongly suggesting that the QFT

eventually relevant to hadronic matter is not of a conventional type. It

is possible that scaling when viewed in this context will lead us towards

a major revolution in the description of hadronic phenomena.

17
5. A USEFUL TOY: THE GLUON MODEL

It has been suggested in Sec. 3 that the gluon model is a very

useful toy to play with in order to abstract algebraic informat ion concerning

LC operator product expansions. According to the analysis in Sec. 4, however,

we should keep in mind that we do not attach to the gluon model any degree

of realisticity. It is a framework which embodies the relevant hadron

degrees of freedom according to the lessons we have learned from SLAC.

The possibility of abstracting algebraic structures for LC expan-

sions from simple and utterly unrealistic models constitutes a major

virtue of the LC approach, as opposed to "dynamical" schemes like the parton

model which has to face the very serious problem of the absence of partons

from the final states. On the other hand, this virtue also represents

the basic weakness and limitation of LC physics. This process of abstrac-

tion prevents one from looking at the final states and from accounting for

the scaling phenomenon in terms of specific dynamical aspects of the pro-

duction mechanism. In other words we can say that the LC proves absolutely

blind in its look at the final states.

Let's now return to the bright side of LC physics, and see how the

previously mentioned process of abstraction can be coherently defined.
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Tltis will he made according to the following rules,

a) All operators appearing In l.COPE's must be constructed out of the

quark fields i>'s, che «luon field B and their derivatives,

b) Thr dimensions of the operators are as given by naive dimensional

analysis (I.e., dim* = 3/2, dimB - 1, dimd f - 5/2,...).

c) The 1 cadiIIK 1.C singularities are mass Independent. this means these

expansions must exhibit full SU~ 8 SU- symmetry, which in the giuon model

is only broken by the mass term in the Lsgrangian.

d) The LCOPE's must explicitly exhibit gauge Invariance of the second

kind in the gluon field; i.e., they must be Invariant under the substitution

- e
i g A ( x ) +<x) (5.1)

where A(x) obeys the free field Klein-Gordon equation

- 0 (5.2)

These rules restrict the form of the LCOPE's in such a way that it

is not difficult to see that they are almost the same as in free field

theory. In fact from a) and b) we can single out a family of operators of

lowest effective dimensionality d_, i.e., obeying the rule

dimOn = dQ+n

with d_ = 2. The n-th rank tensors of this family are

•*a*a—da* (5-3)

1 n

and all the ones obtained from it by replacing any number of derivatives

with gluon fields B and symmetrizing In GL...Of . So that, unlike free

field theory the number of n-th rank tensors increases with n. However,

the requirement that the family be invariant under (5.2) removes the
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degencracy, and like in free field theory, we are left with a unique

family of operators of lowest effective dimensionality, whose n-th rank

tensor representative has the form

(5.4)

V"°n

with A * d +2igB , andoJ a symmetrization operator over the indices of

a. ...a . By comparing (5.3) and (5.A) one strongly suspects that one can

get the I.C expansion for the canonical gluon model by simply replacing in

the free field expansion the operators (5.3) with (5.4) . This is actually

the case as can be seer, with rather lengthy calculations with equal time

multiple commutators of the Hamiltonian of the model with the operators

appearing in the l.h.s. of the LCOPE. We shall not go deeper into this

question here, we shall only point out that this procedure is by no means

28
guaranteed to be free from internal inconsistencies. An emphasized

above, we shall look at it as a framework to abstract the information we

need for developing, out of the LCOPE, an effective tool to deal with deep

inelastic processes. Our attitude is that experimental success or failure

is the only good way to settle this very delicate and interesting point.

6. LEPTON-NUCLEON SCATTERING

a) Deep inelastic electron nucleon scattering.

As we have seen this process, thoroughly studied in a series of

fundamental experiments at SLAC, has constituted the basis for the LC

approach. In fact the canonical theory of LC expansions, expounded in the

previous section, was constructed so as to incorporate the beautiful sim-

plicity of these experimental findings.

In this section we shall proceed in a deductive fashion and derive
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from the canonical expansion a number of consequences for this process.

To introduce the problem let us briefly recall

the kinematics of this process and the most relevant

formulae. The process is shown in Fig. 3, where

2 2
q = k-k1 and p = m and the lepton mass will be

neglected throughout. In the lab frame k=(E,O,O,E),

k1 = (E'.E'sine.O.E'cose), v = qp = m(E-E') and

Q = 4EE'sin -r . In the one photon approximation we have:

FIG. 3

2 2
where (q = -Q )

wnv(p>q) "£

-T> "I
q m

VV 2
UlV 2 1

q

2
+ , Vl , 2

1 + qu qv ) ~2 (q j1

The relations among the V's and the W's are as follows:

2 2
,2 q 2 v 2

«L(q ,v) = ̂  VL(q ,v)- -^ V2(q*,v)
m m

Tm
(6.2)

(6.3)

By using the canonical r-ules illustrated in Sec. 5, we have for:
29
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i / d x eiqx < ply!>v-f)lp

* /
dx e l q x W^v(x,p) , (6.4)

x » 0 n even

m

where

and

r(x
2)

Performing the Fourier transform in (6.4) we easily obtain:

v ( 2 v) „ I 2 dR<tt..>

where R(CK) and E(a) are the one dimensional Fourier transform of r(px)

and e(px) defined in (6.5), and

m u m m j

.q 2v
In the asymptotic limit a_ ~* jv = x a n d ^a+"QL^ ~* ~2 s0 tiiat w e 8et» a s

30 m
expected, the Bjorken scaling laws :
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U l ( q
2,v) -. F I ( X ) - - £ f (6.9)

- F2(x) = " ^ f (6.10)
Bj

31
with the further relation

FL(x) = ^ F2(x) (6.11)

which implies the asymptotic vanishing of the ratio R = — . As a matter
T

of fact we can also derive from (6.5), (6.6) and (6»7) that this ratio is

given by:

K - ^-f- -±(x.) (6.12)
V

where

x * 0 x

32 18
which follows from Regge behavior. According to Bloom's report Eq.

(6.13) seems well supported by the data.
33

It has been speculated that the approach to scaling might be

swifter in terms of some new variable, and it has been shown that the data

for vw? do follow a universal scaling curve even for relatively low values

•> ~ n2

of Q~ in terms of a new variable w' = —-»—- . For UJ — 1 it is easy to see
2v%T

that ;*.' coincides with CL ; thus the LC can also naturally explain this
34

fact.

It is also straightforward to show using the SU_ properties of the

bilocal operator S*L(x,0) = il x ...x S* (0) , and the
n even l n
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± g (6.9)

m Bj

31
with the further relation

F l ( x ) = 2^ F 2 ( x )

L
which implies the asymptotic vanishing of the ratio R = — , As a matter

°T
of fact we can also derive from (6.5), (6.6) and (6.7) that this ratio is

given by:

2 2
where

R - ^ ^ J-(x) (6.12)
v

~n-2
 + -172 <6'13>

x -' 0 x x

32 18
which follows from Regge behavior. According to Bloom's report Eq.

(6.13) seems well supported by the data.
33

It has been speculated that the approach to scaling might be

swifter in terms of some new variable, and it has been shown that the data

for \W~ do follow a universal scaling curve even for relatively low values

2 0 2

of Q in terms of a new variable w' = —-*—- . For to -» 1 it is easy to see
2V4ni

that u1 coincides with a ; thus the LC can also naturally explain this
34

fact.

It is also straightforward to show using the SU_ properties of the

bilocal operator S*L(x,0) = 2- x ...x S*L „ „ (0) , and the
^ n even op.O^...^
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2

positivity of total cross sections that the ratio Is limited
F2

P(x)
according to

F"(X) .

35
This bound was derived in parton models by Nachtmann and Majumdar ;

due to the equivalence of parton and LC for these processes (see later)

Eq. (6.14) obviously comes as no surprise.

b) Deep inelastic neutrino nucleon scattering.

We shall treat the weak semileptonic coupling of neutrinos to nucleons

in lowest order in the Fermi-Lagrangian (the extension to gauge theories

of the wi>«k interactions is In principle straightforward).

Following well known steps we can write; In the scaling limit

1 — = £? Tl 2 s l n f c fw i^ 2 ' v > + C O 8 Z !w2<<> 2* v>
dQ2dv 2n E | 2 1 2 2

s in 2 | W,(q2,v) + 0(m2) (6.15)
m e. J '

In (6.15) we have in addition to W. and W_, which have their counterpart

in deep inelastic electron proton, scattering, the new scaling function W-,

which originates from the interference between the vector and axial vector

current. The LC analysis for this process exactly follows the one presented

for electron nucleon scattering. We shall not go through the details of

it here; we shall only list the results.

The canonical formalism predicts the following scaling laws in the

Bjorken limit:
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W (q ,v) - F (x)
Bj

-J W2(q
2,V) - F2(x)

m Bj

= s F2(x) (6.16)

n.

(q2,V) -» F-(x)
Bj J

(6.17)

By using SU_ and usual Cabibbo currents we can express all lepton nucleon

scattering processes in terms of 6 scaling functions. Thus as emphasized
36 27

by Fritzsch and Gel I-Mann and by Llewellyn- Smith one has complete

equivalence with the parton model, which makes use of six distribution

functions u(x), d(x), a(x) and u(x), d(x), s(x) to describe the interaction

of a current with a baryon.

In neutrino scattering it is also possible to analyze the nonleading

terms in the structure functions to obtain interesting information on the

37
nature of the breaking of the hadron symmetry SU~ fl SU~, the a-term and

38 J J

PCAC (see Sec. 11).

This is a summary of the results obtained by the LC approach for

lepton hadron scattering.
°L

i) The ratio R - — . (see (6.13))
°T

R -
Bj

2.2

-4

with

x - 0 x2 " x 3 / 2

ii)

2? 00

the relevance of the Bloom-Gilman variable w1

2\H-m
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36
iii) a relation between neutrino and electron scaling functions :

12(F1
/p(x)-F1'

/n(x)) - F3
Vp(x)-F3

Vn(x) (6.18)

39
iv) the Adler sum rule :

1

/

dx rR vp
x 2

vn— ir, "vx;-r,
x *• •

~0

(x)-F2
vn(x)] = -2 (6.19)

1 4°
which experimentally appears to be saturated at x s* TJJ .

41 U

•••) the Gross-Llewellyn Smith sum rule :

j dx(F3
Vp(x)+F3

Vn(x)) = -6 (6.20)

which is probably satisfied.
35

vi) inequalities from positivity :

F/P(x)
(6.14)

and

-^(F1
/p(x)+F./n(x)) - F1

/p(x)+F,Vn(x) (6.21)

Experimentally this inequality appears almost saturated. The meaning

of the saturation is especially transparent in the parton model: the anti-

quarks distribution functions are very small.

vii) exchange degeneracy for non leading Regge trajectories and the

42
Adler sum rule (6.19) leads to

1

^ (F2
7p(r.)-F2

m(x)) = \ (6.22)

'0
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L8
We have learned at this Conference that experimentally this sum rule

seems to be in good shape.

viii) the total cross section is linear in the neutrino energy:

a = OE (6.23)

which gives us the possibility of testing the nature of the weak interaction

at high energy. The detection of a violation of (6.23) at energies of the

order of a few hundred GeV, which are accessible at NAL and SPS, allows

one to test the existence of an Intermediate vector boson with a mass up

to 50 GeV. At this time this appears the only feasible way of establishing

the existence of a vector boson with such a large mass.

We end this section by remarking that the LC approach has organized

this fascinating subject in a fairly elegant and powerful way. In this

respect the parton model fares no better, but it has the serious drawback

of not allowing for a realistic interpretation of the diagrams which are

alleged to describe these physical processes.

7. MASSIVE p. PAIRS PRODUCTION IN pp COLLISIONS

This process:

P(p) + P(p') ~ H M q ) + anything (7.1)

had a definite role in prompting an operator analysis of the product of
43

two currents near the LC. In fact according to (2.28) this process

tests a matrix element of the product of two electromagnetic currents

which is completely different from the one involved in deep inelastic

scattering.

Its substantially greater complication, however, requires further
43

assumptions, which go far beyond the straightforward analysis needed to

describe deep inelastic scattering.
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The different results obtained in the parton model of Drell and
44 43

Yan and the LC analysis are just a reflection of the difference in

the assumptions made, but have nothing to do with the dominance of the LC

in Lhis process, as claimed erroneously by some people.

In fact, by applying a kinematical analysis similar to the one exhib-

ited in Sec. 2, provided the same "smoothness" assumptions are made (which

are explicitly true in the parton model), one can show with no difficulty

that the LC does indeed dominate.

A lucid analysis of the differences of the two approaches has been

1
givon by K. Wilson, and there is no need to repeat it here.

43
1 believe that the nature of the hypotheses made in the LC analysis

is probably much too strong, and that the scaling law:

(7.2)

44
derived by Drell and Yan is likely to be correct, at least for moderate

values of the transverse momentum of the virtual photon. Their derivation,

however, does not avoid the repeatedly mentioned difficulties of the parton

model.

This process is of such importance for better understanding the

nature of deep inelastic phenomena that we can't but eagerly wait for

further more accurate experiments.

8. THE BILOCAL ALGEBRA

To describe processes like massive u-pairs deep inelastic electro-
36

production (Fig. 4) Fritzsch and Gell-Mann proposed a generalization of

the LC expansion which involves the product of four currents whose relative

distances are all lightlike. This generalization is a very natural one
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from the standpoint of free-field theory and, for that matter, of canonical

theories. We shall not go into the details of this expansion here and we refer
36,45

the reader to the original work ; we only remark that it appears that

today its theoretical interest definitely exceeds its experimental useful-

ness. The cross sections involved, in fact, turn out unfortunately to be

extremely small.

9. THE LC IN e+e" PHYSICS

In this section we shall discuss the relevance and the limitations

of a description of e e colliding beams physics in terms of LC operator

products expansion. We have already seen that apart from the total e e

annihilation cross section into hadrons a direct LC description of other

important processes at large energy is not possible, so that some new

ideas have to be introduced in order to cope with the more intricate nature

of these processes.

a) Total e e annihilation into hadrons

The process we wish to consider is

e+(k+)+E~(k_) -' anything (9.1)

Straightforward algebra allows us to write for the total cross section

(9.2)
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where

:o|j (f)jv(-2)|0> (9.3)

The rules of canonical LC expansions discussed in Sec. 5 immediately yield:

+ operator terms (9.4)

where in the canonical gluon model

E(x2-i£x0) - - | - V j * Tr(Q2) (9.5)
(4s ) (x -iexQ)

where Q is the charge matrix in quark space.

For fractionally charged quarks in the Gell-Mann-Zweig model we have

o
for instance Tr(Q ) = 2/3. From ^9.4) and (9.5), using (9.3) we get

P(q2) - e(q2) ̂  Tr(Q2) (9.6)

and with the help of (9.2)

2 2

oTnT(q
2) -5 • ^ - f " Tr(Q2) (9.7)

T 0 T q2 large 3q^

This prediction can be more suggestively presented by saying that for large

2
q the ratio of the total hadronic cross section and the cross section

for producing |i-pairs is energy independent and its ratio gives a deter-

mination of the charge structure of the constituents of the e.m. current;

namely
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TOT + -
R . a <e e _-> hadronsj. „ T r ( Q 2 } (9<(J)

0(e e -* u |i )

We now list the predictions for various interesting models:

i) Gell-Mann-Zweig. TrQ2=2/3

R = | (9.9)

46
ii) Colored Quarks (3 triplets with fractional charges).

R = | X 3 = 2 (9.10)

47
iii) Han-Nambu model (3 triplets with integral charges)

R = 4 (9.11)

Experimentally (9.9) is not in contradiction with the latest Frascati
48

data. However, according to CEA results, as reported by K. Strauch at

2 2
this Conference, (R - 5 for q ~ 25 GeV ), (9.9) appears to be definitely

out.

It is very tempting to speculate about what impact the CEA numbers
49

can have on our ideas about QED. Bjorken has given a masterful presen-

tation of what kind of avenues this speculation can take. In any case,

one thing is certain: DORIS and SPEAR have in store a lot of exciting things,

b) Deep inelastic annihilation

By deep inelastic e e annihilation we mean the process

e e" -* h(p)+anything (Fig. 5)

k+

FIG. 5
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where h(p) denotes a stable hadron h (h = p,jt,...) with momentum p.

For the differential cross section we write

da
dwdcosS

(q )

where

— 2

ro
P

(9.12)

v — 2

- (2«) OJj(jl(O)|n,p n,p|jv(O)|o

(9.13)

The scaling laws which are analogous to the Bjorken scaling laws and

as will become apparent, by no means an obvious consequence of the canonical
2

LC approach,are (w • •§- ̂  1)

W1(q
2,v) ~

"h

( 9* 1 4 )

We can easily convert (9.13), by using the LSZ reduction formalism, into

X T(Jv(0)Jp(2))|0 > (9.15)

where J (x) is the local "source" of the particle p.

o
Even though the kinematical argument in the Bjorken limit (q -* +

2
qp * v -»co, w = 2v f i x e d^ works perfectly well for (9.15) and the region

2
x ^ 0 dominates in that Fourier transform, it is clear from this compli-
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cated expression what the difficulty is to apply the LC machinery directly.

2
In fact in assessing the singularity of (9.14) when x •* 0 we have

to deal with J (z) and J (y) which hopelessly stand on our way, and
P P i

about which we know close to nothing. K. Wilson has emphasized how contrived

the notion of a hadronic source is, and how any knowledge of it involves

the detailed dynamics of the strong interactions: something that the LC

approach has always tried, for very good reasons, to avoid. A further

indication of how nearly desperate this problem is is provided by the

unavailability of dlmensionsl arguments to determine the relevant LC sing-

ularity. The Haag-Nishijima-Zimmermann theorem, in fact, asserts the

irrelevance of the concept of dimensionality for the source J (x), due to

the perfect equivalence of an infinite set of local fields with different

dimensions.

No satisfactory prescription has been given to avoid this difficulty.

The number of incorrect investigations on this very important problem

appeared recently is, I believe, a good illustration of the inoperativeness

of this line of approach.

I will now describe a different treatment of this problem in the

50
context of LC physics. The problem we face is the connection (if any)

exhibited in Fig. 6

FIG. 6

51
In 1969 Drell, Levy and Yan using their field theoretical parton

model obtained a very interesting result, namely that the appropriate
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correlation function of DIA — j W2(q ,v) scaled a la Bjorken (Eq. (9.14));
_ m

and that F_(w) was given by tRe analytic continuation for to > 1 of F~(u>)

of deep inelastic scattering.

This problem has been further analyzed in a parton field theoretical
52

model and the results are somewhat more complicated and agree with a
50

general LC analysis by Gatto and myself.

In this analysis one looks at the "unequal mass" Compton amplitude

as given by the LC expansion. The reason for going through such a tortuous

route is explained in Fig. 7

VW2(q
2,v)

FIG. 7

which descrihes the discontinuity formula

W,(q ,v) = T (s+ie,q2+ie,q2-ie)-T (s-i€,q2+ie,q2-ie) (9.16)
£ S S

2 2
where T (s,q, ,q, ) is the piece of the full t=0 Compton amplitude which

S x. £•.

has only s-channel normal thresholds. Thus in general we expect that

_ 2
vw2(q ,v) cannot be expressed in terms of a suitable analytic continuation

of F2(w), which only involves the forward "equal mass" Compton amplitude.
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The results of this lengthy and fairly complicated analysis are the

following:

2
given that a _. (q ) has, according to (9.7), free field asymptotic

— 2
behavior, then VW2(q ,v) scales nontrivially, i.e.,

VW2(q
2,V) = -Re F2((u) + 7(u>) > 0 (9.17)

where 7(^) is given in terms of a certain limit of the "unequal mass"

Compton amplitude. Furthermore also the other scaling laws (9.14) are

obeyed in a non-trivial way.

53
Gatto, Menotti and Vendramin show however that in a large class

of models /O) -^. 0 faster than F-(w) so that the analytic continuation

holds at thresholds, i.e.,

(9.18)

It is appropriate at this point to remark how difficult it is to

carry out a satisfactory analysis, within the context of LC physics, of

this problem which kinematically is so similar to deep inelastic scattering.

Unless some new powerful element is brought into the scheme, the LC cannot

go much further along this road.

10. THE LC AND THE DIVERGENCE PROBLEM IN E.M.

AND WEAK INTERACTIONS

The LC framework has succeeded in tightening the analysis of the

problem of divergences in weak and electromagnetic interactions, and has

54 55 13
brought the pioneering work of Johnson and Low, Bjorken and K. Wilson

to a logical conclusion. In this section a brief discussion will be
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presented of the renormalization procedure in conventional e.m. and weak

interactions.

I would like to emphasize that this study, is also very useful in

the context of tht unified theories of e.m. and weak interactions which
56

have recently been proposed, because it provides "mutatis mutandis"

for a model independent way to deal with the renormalization problem in

the semileptonic and non-leptonic sectors of those theories.
57

a) Divergences in QED of the hadrons.
58

to HoKoliubov > in th(> process of comiti-ucting a unitary

and causal perturbation expansion starting from the usual interaction

Lagrangian:

Ji (x) = -e J (x)<3L (x) (10.1)

in second order we find for the S-matrix the expression

where

S ( 2 ) = e2/dxdy S(2)(x,y) (10.2)

S(2)(x,y) = TCyx)Jv(y)D^,(x-y)+... (10.3)

The first term in (10.3) in the free field case is only formally

defined due to the LC singularity of D (x-y) -• x and

(x-y)2 '
In quantum electrodynamics of electrons and photons this difficulty

is, as well known, avoided by the subtraction procedure; which in distri-

bution-theoretic language stems from the necessity of suitably defining

(2)
S (x,y) as a tempered distribution. This general prescription can also

(2)
be applied here, with the result that in order to define S (x,y) as a

tempered distribution we must subtract its LC singularity ~
[(x-y)2+ie]2
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! M (x-y)
T(J (x)Jv(y)) - — l — j .
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whose coefficient can be readily calculated by use of the rules of canonical

LC expansions described in Sec. 5. Performing the 4-dimensional averaging

implied by (10.2) we get

S(2)(x,y) - ^ $ S(^)-K... (10.4)
[(x-yr+ie]

where by use of the gluon field equations

S(x) = *(x)(Q ,MJt(x) (10.5)

where M and Q are, respectively, the quark mass and charge matrices.

Thus we have

\JD(S ( 2 ) - (2rt)4 6(P i-Pf)e2 \JD(iV(x)T(JM(|)Jv(-f»dx + CS(O)

(10.6)

where C is a finite universal constant (independent on the process) and

I is the finite part of the usual electromagnetic amplitude. In view

f
of the precocity of the LC behavior / receives contributions only from
low values of the virtual mass q carried by the e.m. currents (|q |~ 1 GeV ).

59
This amounts to a derivation of the Coleman-Glashow tadpole model.

In fact according to (10.6) the e.m. correction is given by a convergent

integral which can be evaluated k la Cottingham, and the matrix element of

the operator S(0) between two hadron states. In the gluon-model the octet

AI = 1 part of S(0), S_(0), belongs to the same octet as the SU~-breaking

mass operator Sft(0), whose matrix elements give the first order departures

from SU, of hadronic amplitudes.

For the e.m. self masses we can write according to (10.6)
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6m = (finite part, low energy)+C < p|s |p > (10.7)
e.m. J

U = a8 < Pls8lp > (10.8)

and using the Wigner Eckart theorem we can relate oni , to the tadpole

su3
part of om . The constant C can be determined say by the incalculable

em — — — — ^

n-p mass difference, however this is the only undetermined quantity. The

results then are:

i) the AI = 2 e.m. amplitudes are calculable from low energy data.

This explains the success in the calculation of the n -it mass difference

as opposed to the n-p mass difference.

ii) the AI = 1 tadpole amplitudes can all be determined for both baryons

and mesons in terms of the n-p mass difference and the SU» mass splittings.

As is well known, this works quite well.

Carrying out the Bogoliubov-Parasiuk-Hepp (BPH) program for the

electromagnetic Lagrangian (10.1) one also finds out that the subtraction

term associated with S(x) is the only subtraction needed to obtain finite

results in perturbation theory.

b) Conventional weak interactions (Fermi or charged IVB).

To any finite order one can proceed & la BPH to renormalize the

perturbation theory with a non-renormalizable Lagrangian. The trouble here

is obviously that one needs, unlike for renormalizable interactions, an

ever increasing number of subtraction terms.

In any case one can proceed like in the previous paragraph to
60

isolate the divergent contributions by means of a LC analysis. We shall

not go into this analysis here, we only mention that in so doing we recover

a high degree of lepton hadron universality in higher order weak interactions.

As already emphasized this analysis may turn out very useful in the
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calculations of semileptonic and non-leptonic amplitudes in unified gauge

field theories.

61

11. LC CONTROLLED MASS DISPERSION RELATIONS

A useful direction of investigation within the LC framework is a

theory of Mass Dispersion Re ations (MDR) for amplitudes involving currents

based on LC dominance in the asymptotic region.

The question of LC dominance for the interesting limit (strictly

different from the Bjorken limit) has been extensively discussed in the

62 1

literature, in particular the discussion by K. Wilson is especially

illuminating. I shall only state that chere is good theoretical evidence

for the relevance of the LC in this problem. But what is this problem?

Consider the 3-point function (Fig. 8) A ^ 2 ^ )

kl

FIG. 8

given by

A(k1
2,k2

2) = -i/dx exP[-i(k1-k2)|]< 0|T(J(|)J(-f))|p > (11.1)

where J(x) is a local current (scalar for simplicity); the particle p is

also scalar. The limit we are interested in is |k | -»« with k~ fixed.

2
The question now is whether the region x ~ 0 in the Fourier transform

(11.1) dominates or not, so that one can eventually make use of the LC

2 2
expansion to evaluate A(k. ,k? ). As stated above the answer is very likely
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to be yes.

2 2
Once we have determined the asymptotic behavior of A(k. ,k. ) in

i ? 2

the Umit k | " ^ , with k fixed, the idea is to feed it into a DR

framework to obtain interesting relations between current amplitudes for

small mass, their nearby poles (such as p, A,, it,....) and the calculable

LC contribution.
2 2

The basic strategy is very simple. Suppose we know A(k. ,k_ )
2 2 2 2 0

for small values of k1 and k (say k1 = k_ = 0, i.e., jt -» 77). Then
we can look at the k. -complex plane (Fig. 9) and write a finite contour

FIG. 9

DR in k 2 with k, = 0:

A(0,0) = i abs. 2A(z,0) + -£- I ^ A(z,0)fth
CA

(11.2)

we can also integrate the amplitude A(k. ,0) along the contour of Fig. 9

and obtain a "superconvergence" relation

A

dz A(z,0)
r

dz A(z,0) (11.3)

A

where C^ is a circle of radius A in the complex k. -plane. Using the

o
"precocity" lesson of SLAC we can fix A as low as ~ 3 GeV and substitute

LC
on this circle the LC limit A (z,0) of the amplitude A(z,0). Such a
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moderate value of A alco severely limits the Integration over the continuum.

to low mass excitations. Thus (11.2) and (11.3) become a very stringent

LC
set of relations among A(0,0), A (2,0) and the various important meson

poles in abs. 2 A(z,0).
kl

This scheme parallels very closely the Finite Energy Sum Rules (FESR's)

framework of hadronic scattering, with the energy complex plane replaced

2
by the mass -plane and Regge behavior substituted by the LC limit. I shall

61
now list the applications of this idea which have been worked out so far :

i) Corrections to Vector Meson Dominance (VMD)

a) S(I_ breaking effect on the e.m. current vector meson
J J

junction: ~oOaE3Hi VM.

b) the connection between it -» 2y, w -» ny and the off

shell amplitude « -* yy.
63

c) Meson resonances production in 2y collisions.

d) Compton scattering and the pN cross section.

e) the J=0 fixed pole in Compton scattering and in p-

electreproduction,

ii) Corrections to PCAC

a) the it -* yy decay and its possible connection to the

Adler anomaly

b) the Adler test in forward neutrino scattering.

I believe that in this direction the LC may still provide us with

interesting results.

12. BEYOND THE LC: A MASSIVE QUARK MODEL (MQM)

From the range of LC applications described in the previous sections

it should be fairly clear that LC physics, as it has been developed so far,
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cannot shed much light on the new phase of semi-inclusive deep inelastic

physics which we are now entering. The missing notions in LC physics

have been actively searched for, but with very disappointing results;

for this reason I think that a more promising and effective approach at

this point is to go beyond LC physics in search of a framework which is

more dynamical in character.

I would like to describe in this section some attempts along this
7,64

line in which I have been recently involved. One starts with collect-

ing some generally accepted ideas about the properties of the hadronic

constituents: the quarks; namely

Cc) The hadronic world can be described in terms of fundamental matter-

fields which carry quark quantum numbers. Motivation: SU», SU,, quark

model spectroscopy.

3) The quanta associated with the quark fields have a very large mass

M_ (MQ -• •» is also conceivable). Motivation: experimentally MQ > 25 GeV

(from ISR, provided the cross section stays at a measurable level). The

limit (mathematical) M_ - °° would characterize quarks as fictitious

objects and give them the role of describing field theoretically a rele-

vant degree of freedom of hadronic matter.

7) Hadronic states are describable as bound states of conglomerates

of quarks, carrying zero triality. The interaction of quarks shows

saturation properties, so that hadrons can be accurately described by the

conglomerates of the smallest number of quarks (qq for mesons, qqq for

baryons). Motivation: Absence of exotic states, exchange degeneracy of

Regge trajectories, quark model classification schemes.

Of these three ideas y) certainly looks the most important for a

feasibility of a dynamical program, as it gives us the possibility of

formulating an approximation scheme where a small expansion parameter is
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to be a-jociated with the number of quark legs necessary to describe

a given process.

Essential to the development of an effective framework to deal,

among other things, with semi-inclusive deep inelastic phenomena, is the

introduction of some definite assumption on the quark Green's functions.

This is provided by:

P>) The quark Green's functions display Regge behavior in the appropriate

high energy limits, and have a fast decrease in the masses of the external

quark legs.

One should bear in mind that the fast decrease in the external

masses of the quark Green's functions is a distinctive feature of this

approach, as compared with the softened parton field theoretical approach

65
of the Cambridge group.

Ar. they stand a),...,6) should only be taken as a collection of

properties that a quark theory of hadronic matter should have in

order to describe the world of hadrons as we know it. We are still a

long way from seeing how these ideas could arise from a fundamental approach;

in any case they are sufficient to provide a description of deep inelastic

phenomena wliich seems both accurate (as for existing data) and predictive

(as for the outcome of future experiments).

It should be emphasized that the picture which emerges for deep

inelastic phenomena resembles that from the parton picture developed by

5 6

Feynman and Bjorken ; however one advantage of this approach is that once

these ideas are accepted, one is not required to resort constantly to

intuitive arguments necessary in order to exorcize quarks from appearing

as real final states. Massive quarks do not appear simply because they

cannot be produced as real asymptotic states.
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I will now list the particular applications of the MQM which have

been made so far, and refer who is particularly interested in seeing how

all this works to the original papers.

i) e e"-Physics

a) total cross section

b) 1-particle inclusive cross section (scaling, analytic con-

tinuation, multiplicity)

c) 2-particle inclusive cross section (correlations, jets, etc.)

d) the jt and K form factors,

ii) lepton-hadron scattering

a) DIS, scaling

b) 1-particle inclusive DIS (multiplicities, etc.)

c) peculiar scaling laws in exclusive electroproduction.

iii) pp collisions and u-pairs production.

An interesting area of future applications appears to be hadronic scattering

at large transverse momenta.

13. CONCLUSION

I hope that, at this point, the reader has had the opportunity of

forming a definite idea of where do we stand today in LC physics. Through-

out this exposition my thesis has been that the LC approach can indeed shed

light on a number of interesting aspects of deep inelastic phenomena, but

c
that it proves^Mhcapable of guiding us in the new exciting phase of setni-

A

inclusive physics.

Where do we go from here? I have spoken out my prejudices in the

last section; in any case the game is open and we sure are going to have

a lot of fun in the years ahead.
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